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A class of complete Boolean algebras (the "exponent") is introduced, which generalizes 
the complete Boolean algebras known from Mathias forcing, Prikry forcing and other 
forcing notions with the same combinatorial property (Prikry property). It is shown that 
any member of this class with a canonical complete homomorphism on it gives rise to an 
extremally disconnected compact space and an open mapping on it (via Stone duality) such 
that the set of fixed points is nowhere dense but not empty. The main theorem states the 
opposite: Any such topological situation is essentially the result of such a construction. 
1. Introduction 
Recall the following lemma of four sets from set theory: 
Lemma of four sets (de Bruijn and Erdos [dBE], Katetov [K]) 
Let f: X -> X be a mapping on the set X. There exists a partition (X°, X1, X2, 
X3) ofX into 4 parts such that f [X1] n X = 0fori < 3 and f \ X3 = id \ X3. 
This lemma has many topological versions, one of them is the following: 
Theorem (Krawczyk, Steprans [KS]j For any zerodimensional compact space 
X and any continuous mapping f: X -> X, there exists a partition (L7°, Ul, U2) of 
X into 3 open and closed subsets such that f\_Ul~\ n Ul = 0 iff f has no fixed 
points. 
This theorem exludes fixed points. The difficulty to find a substitute for the set 
of fixed points X3 in the lemma of four sets was solved for extremally disconnected 
compact spaces and embeddings by Frolik: 
Theorem (Frolik [Fr]j For any embedding of an extremally disconnected 
compact space into itself, the set of fixed points is open and closed. 
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In this paper we will consider similar assumptions. The topological situation we 
are interested in is an extremally disonnected compact space X and an open 
continuous mapping f: X -> X. This is also of interest because of the Boolean 
dualization — a complete Boolean algebra and a complete homomorphism on it. 
The question arose whether the set of fixed points must be a clopen set also in the 
context of open mappings (Abramovich, Arenson, and Kitover [AAK], see also 
Vermeer [V]). A negative answer to this problem is given by the following 
example ([Th]): Define a shift operation on the partial order of Mathias forcing 
and transfer it to the completion of this partial order to a complete Boolean algebra. 
The topological dual works. The combinatorial kernel of the proof uses the 
following key property of Mathias forcing (we name it Prikry property, it is also 
called Pure decision): Given a condition of the forcing and a sentence, there is 
a smaller condition with the same stem which decides the sentence. We should 
stress here that we do not use the forcing method in this paper, but only its 
combinatorial patterns. When speaking about a forcing notion, we mean the 
underlying partial order or its completion to a complete Boolean algebra. The 
Prikry property reads in Boolean language as follows: Given an element a of the 
partial order and a partition of unity into two elements of the completion of the 
partial order, there is a smaller b < a with the same stem as the starting element 
a, which is under one element of the partiton of unity. It turns out that the 
construction of the example goes through with an arbitrary partial order with this 
Prikry property, for example the partial orders of Mathias forcing with a selective 
ultrafilter as parameter or Prikry forcing for a measurable cardinal. We could ask 
whether there is a common shape for those partial orders or its completions. So, 
we are looking for a class of complete Boolean algebras with the Prikry property. 
We would like to have on those Boolean algebras a complete homomorphism into 
itself, which would serve for the construction of an example of our topological 
situation as in the case of the complete Boolean algebra from Mathias forcing. 
Paragraph 3 is devoted to the construction of such a class of complete Boolean 
algebras — the exponent. This is done by combining a given Boolean algebra with 
a tree structure. After the definition and a list of basic properties in 3.1, paragraph 
3.2 examines dense subsets of the exponent. The main interest in dense subsets 
comes from the understanding of the exponent as a forcing notion. All mentioned 
and similar forcing notions occur as dense subsets of such an exponent. The remarks 
about the forcing properties of the exponent are not needed in the following and can 
be skipped. Paragraph 3.3 gives a different kind of application of the exponent. In 
paragraph 4 it is shown that any exponent gives rise (via Stone duality) to an 
example of our situation, i.e. an extremally disconnected compact space with an open 
mapping such that the set of fixed points is nowhere dense and nonempty. It will 
follow that we find by this construction for any given extremally disconnected 
compact space an example of this topological situation such that the set of fixed 
points is homeomorphic with the given space. The main theorem of this paper is 
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contained in paragraph 5. It states the surprising fact that all examples of our 
topological situation are essentially obtained from the Stone dual of an exponent. 
2. Preliminaries 
For all of this work, X will be an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff 
space and f:X-+X an open continuous mapping. A topological space is 
extremally disconnected if the closure of any open set is open. A mapping is said 
to be open if the image of any open set is open. The dynamical system (X, f) has 
an algebraic dual via Stone duality — a complete Boolean algebra and a complete 
homomorphism on it. We will steadily switch between topological and algebraic 
arguments. Concerning notation and basic facts in the theory of Boolean algebras, 
topology, and set theory, we refer to [HBA], [BS1] and [BS2], [E], [CN], and [BJ]. 
We denote by Clop(X) the complete Boolean algebra of open and closed 
(= clopen) subsets of X. By U, V, JVwe denote elements of Clop (X). The closure, 
the interior, and the boundary are denoted by cl, int, and bd resp. If a e B is an 
element of a Boolean algebra, Stone (a) denotes the corresponding clopen subset 
in the Stone space. For a Boolean algebra (B, v , A , —,1B, OB), we denote by B+ 
the set of nonzero elements. A subset A = B+ is called dense, if for any be B+ 
there is an a e A such that a < b. 
We will say that a Boolean algebra is (K, ̂ -distributive ((< K, < ̂ -distributive 
resp.), if any collection of K (less that K resp.) maximal antichains of power at most 
X (less that X resp.) has a common refinement in this algebra. A Boolean algebra, 
which is not (K, ̂ -distributive in the restriction to any nonzero element, is called 
nowhere (K, ^-distributive. It is said to be ^-distributive if it is (K, /^-distributive 
for arbitrary X. 
We denote by [^4]<co ([A]03 resp.) the set of all finite (countable infinite resp.) 
subsets of the set A. Let s, t e [co]<0i. By s C t we express the fact that s is an 
initial part of t, i.e. s = t or s cz t and max (5) < min (t\s). 
A set Z ^ X is called invariant if f[Z] ^ Z. Note that the closure of an 
invariant set is invariant for any continuous / , if / is even open, the same holds 
true also for the interior. Let the "exit" of Z .= X be defined as Ex (Z) = Z \ / l [Z]. 
That are the points which are leaving Z with / A subset Z is invariant iff its "exit" 
is empty. 
The following construction is due to Frolik [Fr] and Abramovich, Arenson, and 
Kitover [AAK]. For arbitrary Z g l w e denote by Z* the smallest closed superset 
of Z with a complement invariant under / For an open mapping / it holds 
Z # =clU{f-»[Z]:n<co}. 
This follows from the following property of open mappings, which we will use 
throughout the whole paper: f'1 [cl(Z)] = cl[f~l [Z]) for arbitrary Z = X. 
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Lemma 2.1. Properties of the operator # : 
(i) The operator # is a closure operator and Zf u Zf = (Zi u Z 2 )
# . 
(ii) If' 2£ is a family of subsets of Xy then cl (J Z
# = ( ( J Z ) # . 
(Hi) If Z is open, then Z* is open too. Z e i r Z e i r 
(iv) If Z is invarianty then Z
# is invariant too. • 
Note that for (ii) we need / to be open. 
Define the set of fixed points: Fix = Fixf(X) = [xeX :f(x) = x}. The 
following theorem (true for arbitrary continuous mappings on an extremally 
disconnected space) is of fundamental importance. 
Theorem 2.2. (Frolik [Fr]). Any fixed point has a clopen base consisting of 
invariant sets. 
Sketch of the proof. Let U be a clopen neighborhood of a fixed point x. Then 
the set K\(K\C/)# is the desired invariant clopen neighborhood of x, which is 
a subset of U. • 
Define 










Fix(Xi) = 0 
Fix(X2) is clopen Fix(X2)
# = X2 
Fix(Xi) is nowhere dense Fix(K3)
# = X 3 . 
The key argument is here the fact that Fix# is open [AAK]. The partition is 
possible for arbitrary continuous / 
A further important result in this area (also without the assumption that / is 
open) is the following theorem of Vermeer [V]: If the set Fix is nonempty, then 
it is a retract of X, i.e. there exists a continuous mapping v: X -> Fix such that 
v o e = idFix, where e: Fix -> X is the identical embedding of Fix into X. The 
proof of the theorem is based on the following facts, which are important also for 
our purposes: 
Lemma 2.3. Let Oi, O2, O e Clop (Fix) and suppose X = Fix*. 
(i) If Ox n O2 = 0, then Of n Of = 0; 
(ii) if Oi u O2 = Fix, then Of u Of = X; 
(Hi) 0#eClop(X). 
Proof. For (i) use Frolik's theorem 2.2 and lemma 2.1. (iii) and (iv). Assertion 
(ii) follows from X = Fix#, (iii) is a corollary of (i) and (ii). • 
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(Vermeer's retract is now the Stone dual of the Boolean homomorphism 
0 e Clop (Fix) i—> 0* e Clop(X) on X2 u X3 and a constant mapping on X\.) As 
a corollary from Vermeer's theorem we get that the set Fix is extremally 
disconnected. 
Our interest concentrates on the part X3. We ask whether it can be nonempty. 
We will therefore in the following constellation speak about "our situation" 
(topological version): 
X is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
/ : X -> X is an open continuous mapping 
(i) Fix is nowhere dense 
(ii) Fix is nonempty. 
This has a Boolean dualization — "our situation" (Boolean version): 
C is a complete Boolean algebra 
F: C -> C is a complete homomorphism 
(i) for any a e C+ there is a nonzero b < a such that b A F(b) = 0 c 
(ii) there is no partition of unity (ao,a\,a2) such that a, A F(a,) = Oc for all 
i = 0,1,2. 
The dualization of (ii) uses the theorem of Krawczyk and Steprans mentioned in 
paragraph 1. 
The aim of this paper is to find a class of examples of our situation in such a way 
that any example of our situation contains in a certain manner an example from 
that class. This means that we are going to find the combinatorial background, 
which is responsible for the fact that the set of fixed points is nowhere dense and 
nonempty. 
3. The Exponent 
3.1. Definition and basic properties 
We are going to define the exponent, a complete Boolean algebra with the 
desired properties as described in the preceding paragraph. The construction of the 
exponent starts from a complete Boolean algebra B. Besides that there are two 
other parameters, a regular infinite cardinal K and a fc-complete homomorphism 
r:BK^>B. Here BK is denoting the Boolean product of K copies of the algebra B. 
The mapping r has to be a retract with respect to the natural embedding of B into 
BK, i.e. if const (b) e BK is the constant function with value 6, then r (const (b)) = b. 
Moreover, the mapping r is supposed to be uniform, i.e. r(<ba)a<K) = 0B if 
|{a< K : K 7-= 05}I < K. The existence of such a ^-complete uniform retract 
follows for K = co and arbitrary complete Boolean algebra B from Sikorski's 
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Extension theorem. As we shall see later, if K is uncountable and such a retract 
r exists, then K must be even inaccessible. 
Consider the Boolean product 5-K-<a\ For any element T of this product and 
s e [K]<CO, let T(s)e B be the value in s. We define now a subset of this product. 
Definition of the exponent 
ExpK(B,r) = {Te B^
<ai: V8 e [*]<« : r«T(s u {<*})>.<,) = T(s)} 
When it is clear, which K,B, r we are thinking about, we will omit the parameters 
and write simply Exp. We can look at the elements of the exponents as weighted 
trees. 
The set Exp is a K-complete subalgebra of the product. This follows from the 
K-completeness of the homomorphism r. But in itself, it is even a complete 
Boolean algebra. For proving this, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1.1. For <Cbs>SG[K]<«> e B^
<co such that r(<bsyj{oLp(X<K) > bs there exists 
a minimal upper bound in ExpK (B, r). 
Proof. The upper bound is obtained by taking the "closure" with respect to the 
retract r. Put 
b°s = bs 
fcf+1=r«^u{a}>a<K) 
bl = \/ bys in the limit step /?. 
y<p 
Our assumption implies that the sequence <lrs }p is increasing, so there is a /?0, such 
that bf° = bf0+1 for all s. It is easy to see that <fcf°>SG[K]<̂  is an element of Exp 
and that it is the least upper bound of <bsXe[K]««- • 
Lemma 3.1.2. The Boolean algebra ExpK (B, r) is complete. 
Proof. Let TseExp be given for 3 < x and put bs = \fs<tTs(s). Because of 
r«bs^}ya<K) = r«\fs<M
s u {«})>«<*) 2- \fs<rr«Ts(s u {a})>a<K = \/s<Ms) = 
= bs we can apply the preceding lemma. • 
The properties of the exponent depend to a great extent on the starting algebra 
B. This is also caused by the following fact: 
Lemma 3.1.3. The Boolean algebra B is a complete subalgebra of ExpK (B, r). 
Proof. This is witnessed by the natural embedding, which assigns to every 
element of B the constant function with this element as its value. • 
The exponent combines the starting algebra with a tree structure. By this way it 
gains properties independent from the starting algebra, one of them is expressed 
by the following lemma. For s e [K]03, let Ts e ExpK(B,r) be defined by T
s(t) = 1B 
if t ~3 s, otherwise Ts (t) = 0B. 
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Lemma 3.1.4. The exponent ExpK(B,r) is nowhere (a>,^-distributive. 
Proof. This is witnessed by {{T) l=n)n<(0. • 
The next lemma states the fusion property for the exponent, a property known 
also in different variants for other tree forcing notions. The lemma will also be 
useful when dealing with concrete computations in the exponent. 
Let T, S e Exp and n < co. We write T<n S if T < S and T(s) = S(s) for all 
s with |8| < n. A sequence (Tnyn<(0 is called a fusion sequence if Tn+l <nTnfor 
all n < co. 
Lemma 3.1.5. (i) If <7.>n<co is a sequence such that for any m there is an 
n0 such that for all n > n0 it holds Tn(s) = Tno(s) for all s with \s\ < m, then 
(/\n<coTn)(s) = /\n<(0Tn(s) for any se [K]<(°. The same holds true for the dual 
operation \J. 
(ii) (Fusion lemma) If (JT^)n<a) is a fusion sequence and To(0) 7-= 05, then 
/\n<oTn * < W namely \/\n<wTn)(0) = To(0) # 0B. 
Proof. Realize that under the assumption of (i), /\n<(0Tn(s) is in fact a finite 
intersection. Let n0 be the number existing by the assumption of (i) for 
m = Isl + 1. It follows 




= A Tn(s) 
n<no 
= A Ms). 
n<co 
So, (,/\l<(0Tn(s)yse^<co is already an element of the exponent and (i) follows. 
Assertion (ii) is a special case of (i). • 
We introduce a notion useful for the analysis of the retract r. Given r with the 
demanded properties, define <j> = (j)r: £P (K) -> B by (j)(A) = r(x (A)), where x (-4) 
is the "characteristic function" of A, i.e. x(A) = (Kya<K with ba = 1B if a e A and 
ba = 0B if a ^ A. The mapping 0 is a K-complete uniform homomorphism. It 
describes the behaviour of a complete subalgebra under the retract r and is 
therefore determined by r. Under certain assumptions, the opposite holds true: 
Lemma 3.1.6. If B is (K, ^-distributive, then r is already determined by <j>n 
namely 
r«&«>«<*) = \/{a: </>r({a < K : a < ba}) > a). 
Proof. Let <ba>a<K: be given. For ae B
+ let Aa = {a < K : a < ba). If 
(j)(Aa) > a then r«ba>a<K) > r(x(Aa) A const (a)) = r(x(Aa)) A r (const (a)) = 
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= (j)(Aa) A a = a. In the same way, we get for A'a = {a < K : a < — ba}: If 
4>(A'a) > a then — r({ba>a<K) < a. The assertion of the lemma will follow 
from the fact that the set Dx = {ae B
+ : (j) (A^) > a or (j) (A'a) > a] is dense in B
+. 
But this can be seen as follows: Because of (K, 2)-distributivity, the set 
D2 = {a: Va < K : a < ba or a < — ba} is dense in B
+. For an aeD2 we have 
Aa u A'a = K, therefore (j) (A^ v <fi (A'a) = 1B. Hence either a A (j) (Aa) or 
a A <fi(A'a) is nonzero and therefore an element of Dt. • 
The case K = m will be our main concern. When looking for examples with 
uncountable K, we should keep in mind that K has to be inaccessible, as we will 
see from the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1.7. The algebra </>[^(K)] is (<K, <K)-distributive. 
Proof Assume on the contrary that {a?^\y<xip<xy witnesses that </> [ ^ ( K ) ] is not 
{< K, < ^-distributive, i.e. ayp e (j) \^(K)~\, {a?p}p<xy is a maximal antichain for all 
y < X and there exists a =£ 0B such that for all nonzero a! < a there is a y < X 
such that for all j8 < Xy it holds a! ^ ayP. Choose for any ayj8 a representation 
Ayp ^ K such that (j>(Ayp) = ay$. Since (j) is K-complete we can assume that 
{Ayp}^^ is a partition of K. Let j3(y, a) be that ordinal for which a e -4yjg(y,a) and 
define b\ = —§(Ay^y^. Using the K-completeness of r, we compute 
r « V #>«<«= \/r«%yx<K) 
y<X y<X 
= V ( V (const(-4(Ayj)) A i ( i , J 
y<X P<Xy 
= V VM(4*WK/»)) 
y<i/J<Ay 
= o B . 
On the other hand, it follows from the choice of the matrix {Ay^y<Xfi<Xy as 
a witness of the nondistributivity under a: 
r(<SJ K\<K) = r((-f\ 4>(AjjnyApa<K) > r(const(a)) = a -- 0B, 
y<A y<A 
a contradiction. D 
Lemma 3.1.8. The cardinal K is equal to m or inaccessible. 
Proof. Assume in the contrary that there is a X < K and a 1-1 mapping Q from 
K into 2k. Define Ayi = {<x < K: Q(a)(y) = i} for y < X and i = 0,1. Since Q is 
injective, for any fek2 it holds \f]y<xAyf(y)\ < 1. It follows that /\y<x(f)(Ayf^ = 
= (j)(f)y<AAyf(y)) = 0B. This means that (Ayi)y<^i=0 is a witness that the algebra 
(j) \SP (K)] is not (< K, < ̂ -distributive, a contradiction to the preceding lemma. 
• 
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3.2. Dense subsets of the exponent 
As noted above, the combinatorial kernel of the exponent, which makes it 
interesting for the forcing method as well as for our application in dynamics 
(paragraph 4), is the Prikry property: 
Lemma 3.2.1 (Prikry property for the exponent). For any TeExp+ and 
s e [K]<0) such that T(s) # 0B and for any partition of unity (Tl5 7̂ ) of lExp there 
is a T e Exp+ such that T < T and T < Tx or T <T2 and moreover 
T'(s)^0B. 
Proof Since (T1? T2) is a partition of unity of lExp, (Tx (s), Tx (s)) is a partition of 
unity of 1B. Either T(s) A Ti(s) ^ 0B or T(s) A T2(S) ̂  0B. Therefore either 
T = T A T- or T = T A T2 is as desired. • 
We are looking for special dense subsets with a nice description. We will obtain 
all mentioned forcing notions and many more as such dense subsets. In ths way, 
a big advantage of the exponent becomes the fact that we have an interesting 
partial order and simultaneously its completion in an explicit form. 
Definition (Prikry dense subsets of the exponent). We say that a subset P of 
Exp+ is Prikry dense if for any Te Exp+ and s e [K]<(° with T(s) ^ 0B there is 
a T e P such that T' < T and moreover T' (s) # 0B. 
The intention of this definition of a strong form of density is in the fact that 
Prikry dense subsets obviously preserve the Prikry property of the exponent: 
Lemma 3.2.2 (Prikry property for Prikry dense subsets P of the expo-
nent). For any TeP and s e [K]<CO such that T(s) 7-= 0B and for any partition of 
unity (7i, T2) of lExp there is a TeP such that T < T and T < T{ or T < TY 
and moreover T (s) 7-= 0B. • 
This fact allows us to prove the Prikry property for a given forcing notion by 
finding parameters K, B, and r and an embedding into ExpK(B,r) onto a Prikry 
dense subset. 
We say that an element T of Exp has a stem, denoted by stem(T), if 
stem(T)e\K]<(° and T(stem(T)) # 0B and T(t) 7-= 0B implies tZ\ stem(T) for 
every t. 
An element T of Exp is said to be invariant, if for any s _= t it holds T(s) > 
> T(t). For such an invariant T 7-= 0Exp it holds T(0) # 0B. The choice of the 
notion "invariant" will become clear in the following. After introducing a complete 
homomorphism on Exp, the "invariant" elements of Exp will become invariant in 
a strong sense in the topological dual. 
For any Te Exp we can define Tinv e Exp by Tinv(s) = /\{T(t) :t c s}. The 
fact that Tinv e Exp is shown by the following consideration: 
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r^T'^s u {a})>a<K) = r((/\T(t u {a}) A /\T(t)\<K) 
= Ar«T(ru{-}) i<() A r«AT(0>«<«) 
= ATW A r«7*-(s)>.<lc) 
= Tinv(s) A Tiny(5) = Tinv(s). 
It is evident that Tinv is invariant and below T and Tiny(0) = T(0). 
For 8 G [fc]<co and invariant Te Exp+, we define [8, T] G Exp by 
T(F\S) if r 3 s 
r5? r n /r\ = 
[0B otherwise 
Those elements of Exp are called standard. The stem of [s, T] is 8. It is clear that 
an element Te Exp is standard iff it has a stem and for all s, t "3 stem(T) it holds 
T(s) < T(t) whenever s\stem(T) 3 t\stem(T). 
Lemma 3.2.3. The set Expstand of the standard elements is Prikry dense in Exp. 
Proof. For any TeExp+ and se[fc]<(U with T(s) # 0B define S e Exp 
by S(t) = T(s u t) and put T = (S)IMy. Then [s, T'] < T and [8,T'](s) = 
= T(S) * oB. n 
Note that we proved indeed more: For any TeExp+ and S G [ K ] < W with 
T(s) 7-= 0B we found a smaller standard element with the same value in s. 
For special cases, we can find even simpler Prikry dense subsets, which are 
easier to handle. Say that a standard element of the exponent is two-valued if it 
has only one nonzero value. 
Lemma 3.2.4. If B is (K, 2)-distributive, then the set Expwoval of the two-valued 
elements is Prikry dense in Exp. 
Proof. Let Te Exp+ and T(s) 7-= 0. We can assume by the preceding lemma that 
T is standard with stem s. By (K, 2)-distributivity of B, we find a nonzero a < T(s) 
such that for all t either a < T(t) or a < — T(t). If Sa e Exp is the element of the 
exponent with constant value a, then T A Sa is the desired two-valued element 
under T with (T A Sa)(s) = a # 0B. • 
We will now assume an additional closer connection between the Boolean 
algebra B and the tree structure of the exponent. Namely, we suppose in the 
following that the range of the mapping (j): BK -> B as defined in the precending 
paragraph is dense in B+. Let us mention that in this case B is (/c, 2)-distributive 
iff ^(K)lker(4>) is fc-distributive. This follows from the known fact that (fc,2)-dis-
tributivity and (JC, 2K)-distributivity are equivalent in complete Boolean algebras. 
The mapping </> is determined by its kernel. This is a uniform, ^-complete ideal 
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on K. That means that all subsets of K with power less that K as well as all unions 
of less than K elements of the ideal are again elements of the ideal. We will 
therefore assume in the following all ideals to be uniform and K-complete. Such 
an ideal J on K with a K-distributive quotient ^(K)/J> will be called also 
jc-distributive. 
When looking for co-distributive ideals on co, we should keep in mind that not 
only the ideal of finite subsets of co and all maximal ideals are of this kind, but 
also all i^-ideals, as follows from a result of Just and Krawczyk [JK]. 
If J is a ^-distributive ideal, we can take B = Compl(&*(K)/'J) and 0 the 
natural mapping from SP (K) into B with kernel J. By this way, we get the exponent 
ExpK (B, r^). We write for short Exp (J) and call it the exponent received from the 
ideal J'. This case will be our main application of the exponent. The restriction 
brings the exponent already very close to the mentioned forcing notions, by which 
the introduction of the exponent was motivated. 
As it will follow from the next lemma, the construction of the exponent from 
a K-distributive ideal allows us to take a dense subset of elements, which are 
already described by the tree structure. The value T(s) of such an element T in 
a concrete se [K]<(° will be determined by the branching of the tree in this s. 
A two-valued element is said to be tree-like if for any se[K;]<ft) it holds 
0({a < K:T(S v {a}) 7- 0B}) = T(s). The set of the tree-like elements is denoted 
by Exptreelike. 
Lemma 3.2.5. For a K-distributive ideal J, the set Exptreelike of the tree-like 
elements is Prikry dense in Exp (J). 
Proof. This follows easily from the last lemma and from the fusion lemma 3.1.5. 
(ii). • 
We should explain the choice of the notion tree-like. Let us consider trees 
ST c= K<(a\ consisting of finite increasing sequences. Such a tree is said to have 
a stem u if for all i;e«f it holds either v <-= u or u ^ v. For an element «e«f, 
we define the set of successors by succor (u) = {a < K : u^(a}e 2T}. Under the 
assumptions of the last lemma, we can define now a mapping 0 : Exptreelike -> 
-> SP(K<W) by &(T) = {UG K<(°] : range(u) E stem(T) or T(range(u)) =£0B}. 
The range of the mapping </> consists of trees. The mapping is an order 
isomorphism onto its range. 
We continue with an example for the situation of the last lemma. Let B = {0,1}. 
The kernel ker (<j>) of (/) will be a maximal (and therefore co-distributive) ideal J>, 
its complement an ultrafilter %. Consider Exp (J). By the last lemma, the tree-like 
elements form a Prikry dense subset. The mapping 0 is now an order isomorphism 
onto the set of all trees with a stem u, which are branching into a set of the 
ultrafilter °ll, i.e. for all v e ST, v ^ u it holds succ^ (v) e %. This partial order of 
trees is known as Laver forcing L^ with the ultrafilter °ll. 
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We insert here a remark for the case K = co. For any Te Exptreellke, we have the 
set of all branches of the tree 0 (T). This is a subset of of] ^ [co]w. The tree-like 
elements define by this way a family of subsets of \fo\°. We could redefine the 
Ramsey property for subsets of [co]00 with respect to this family and try to 
generalize the known facts around the Ellentuck theorem. The key tool will be 
the Prikry property of the exponent. We will not accomplish those ideas in this 
paper. 
Aiming for our original examples of partial orders with the Prikry property, we 
would like to find even better Prikry dense subsets. Since the mapping 0 identifies 
the elements of Exptreelike with trees, the following definition is natural: For 
Te Exptreelike let succT(s) = {a > max(s): T(s u {a}) # 0B}. Let / b e a K-distri-
butive ideal on K. A decreasing family <-4a>aGA i called an J-tower if Aa c= A e I
+ 
and A\Aa e J for all a e A. A tree-like element Te Exp(J) with stem s is called 
tower-like if there is an ./-tower such that T(t) 7-= 0B iff either t = s or t Zl s and 
min (t\s) e A and t (> a) cz A^ for all a e t\s, where t (> a) is the set of elements 
of t greater than a. We write T = [s, <-4a>aeA]. A tower-like element corresponds 
with a tree, for which the sets of successors depend only on the last element of the 
short branch s. 
Lemma 3.2.6. For a K-distributive ideal J the set of the tower-like elements is 
Prikry dense in Exp (J). 
Proof. We begin from lemma 3.2.5. For a given tree-like element T with stem 
s, put A = succT(s) and Aa = f] {succT(t): T(t) 7-= 0B&max(t) < a}. The resul-
ting tower-like element T = [s, <-4a>ao4] is under T and T (s) = T(s). • 
For finding even simpler Prikry dense subsets, we would like to have ideals 
J such that the ./-towers have a "diagonal". A set D e J+ is said to be a diagonal 
of the ./-tower <-4a>aG/1 if D c A and D(> a) c Aa for all a e D. A tower-like 
element of the exponent with stem s is called simple if it is obtained from an 
./-tower <4x)aeA where A^ = A(> a). This simple element is denoted by [s,_4]. 
It is clear that [8,-4] (t) = 4>(A) if s jZ t and t\s c .4, else [s,^4] (f) = 0B. 
Lemma 3.2.7. For a K-distributive ideal J such that there exists a diagonal for 
any J-tower, the set of simple elements Expsimple is Prikry dense in Exp (J). 
Proof Starting from lemma 3.2.6. with a tower-like element T defined by the 
./-tower <-4a>aGy4, we find a diagonal D of the tower and realize that the resulting 
simple element [s, D\ is under T and [s, D] (s) # 0B. • 
An example of such an ideal is a normal maximal ideal on a measurable 
cardinal. The resulting exponent, or more exactly the partial order Expsimple, is the 
well known Prikry forcing [P]. 
We will now study the case K = CD. An co-distributive ideal J such that 
there exists a diagonal for any ./-tower is called semiselective (Farah [F]). 
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From the last lemma it follows that the set of simple elements Expsimple = 
= {[8,D] :se[co~]<(° &DGJ+} has the Prikry property. 
If we add the demand that the quotient SP (co)/S has to be even ^-closed, we get 
the notion of a selective ideal, its coideal also called happy family. The partial 
order Expsimple is now isomorphic with Mathias forcing M#> with the happy family 
j»f = 0>(o))\Jvia the order isomorphism 0 . Special cases are Mathias forcing M, 
where the happy family is the set of all infinite subsets of co, and Mathias forcing 
M® with a selective ultrafilter °ll. 
In the context of the exponent, the role of selectivity or its variations becomes 
clearer. When looking on the proofs for the different forcing notions derived from 
ideals with some kind of selectivity, we note that it goes always the same way. At 
first a tree is constructed. After that, only the last argument of the proof uses 
selectivity to find a branch, which is not in the ideal. If we agree to work with 
trees instead of sets, we can drop the last argument of the proof and therefore also 
the demand of selectivity. This is the idea of the mentioned forcing with Laver 
trees. Selectivity has no impact on the Prikry property, but it gives us an even 
simpler Prikry dense subset, which of course can be important for applications. 
We got Mathias forcing as a special form of the exponent. It is now a natural 
question, to what extent the properties of this forcing generalize to the exponent. 
The Prikry property holds for the exponent in general. There is another important 
property of Mathias forcing, which holds in this general frame. Since the starting 
algebra B is a complete subalgebra of the exponent, it follows from general 
considerations that forcing with the exponent splits into a two step forcing with the 
first factor B. Under the assumption that the exponent was received from 
a co-distributive ideal, also the second factor has a nice description: 
Exp (J) « P((o)/Sitl*. 
Here % is the generic ultrafilter over 0* (<JO)/S. SO in this case, the corresponding 
exponent splits into an iteration of a co-distributive factor and a cr-centered factor. 
If the generic ultrafilter U is even selective, Laver forcing with this ultrafilter and 
Mathias forcing with this ultrafilter coincide and we get the decomposition 
Exp (J) « 0>(CQ)/S * IU*. 
It is known that for a selective ideal S also the generic ultrafilter over & (co)/S 
is selective (Grigorieff [G]). An opposite example is the summation ideal, an 
co-distributive i^-ideal, where the corresponding generic ultrafilter will not be 
selective. Yet there exists the splitting of the exponent in an co-distributive (even 
c/-closed) and a cr-centered factor as seen above. 
The exponent Expw(B,r) adds always a dominating real. Mathias forcing does 
not add a Cohen real. We can never proof a theorem like this for the exponent. 
This follows from the fact that for any complete Boolean algebra B we find an 
exponent and this Boolean algebra B will be the first factor in the decomposition. 
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But if we start from an co-distributive ideal J such that the generic ultrafilter on 
SP(p)jJ must be nowhere dense (for definition see Baumgartner [B]), then the 
resulting exponent Exp(J>) does not add a Cohen real. This follows from a result 
of Brendle (see [W]) stating that Laver forcing L% with an ultrafilter °U does not 
add a Cohen real iff % is nowhere dense. 
For any exponent we can define a generic sequence (generic real for the case 
K = co) xG as the union of the stems of standard elements in the generic ultrafilter 
G. For uncountable TC, the set xG is a countable cofinal subset of K. In case K = co, 
the enumeration of xG is a dominating real. If we construct the exponent from 
a K-distributive ideal, the generic ultrafilter can be recovered from the generic 
sequence. In this context, it holds also that any subset of an £xp-generic sequence 
is £xp-generic. 
3.3. An application of the exponent 
In the last paragraph we exposed the importance of additional assumptions on 
the parameters of the exponent for getting results for the exponent similar to results 
for Mathias forcing and other known forcing notions. Yet the exponent can be 
useful without such assumptions on the distributivity of the starting algebra. Just 
for illustration, we reprove the following theorem. A Boolean algebra C is said to 
be completely generated by a subset A, if the only complete subalgebra containing 
the subset A is the algebra C itself. A Boolean algebra satisfies the countable chain 
condition (ccc) if any set of mutually disjoint elements is at most countable. 
Theorem (Martin and Solovay [MS]). Any complete ccc Boolean algebra 
B with power at most continuum can be embedded as a complete subalgebra in 
a complete ccc Boolean algebra C with countable many complete generators. 
Proof. This algebra C will be of course the exponent, and the regular embedded 
algebra B will be the starting algebra. For A _= co let x(A) = {bi)i<0JeB
(0 be 
defined by bt = 1B if i e A and bt = 0B if i $ A. Choose now an independent 
modulo finite collection s/ of subsets A of co with the same power as the algebra 
B. Here a set s/ <= SP(co) is called independent modulo finite if for any s/u 
s/2 e [s/]
<(° it holds \f) {A: A e s/±} n f] {-A: A e s/2}\ = co. It is known that 
there exists an independent modulo finite collection on co of power continuum. Fix 
a bijection Q between the collection s/ and B. Define r(x^) = Q(A). By the 
independence of the collection s/, we can apply Sikorski's Extension theorem to 
get an r defined on the whole of Bw, which satisfies the demands on the retract for 
the construction of the exponent. The algebra B is a complete subalgebra of 
C = Expco(B,r) by lemma 3.1.3. The algebra C is complete by lemma 3.1.2. and 
satisfies ccc as B does. The latter follows from the fact that the exponent is 
a subalgebra of the product of countable many copies of the ccc algebra B. 
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Define TseC = Exp^B.r) by Ts(t) = 1B if s C t and T
s(t) = 0B otherwise. 
The proof is finished by verifying that {V}se^<m is a system of complete 
generators for Expw (B, r). 
Given Te Exp0)(B,r). Let A be the complete subalgebra of the exponent 
completely generated by {V}se^<Co. For n < co and |8| = n put 
Tn = V V {
r u { a } : a > max(s)&ae^-1(T(s))}. 
1-1 = * 
It holds T n e i and Tn(s) = T(s) for all s with |s| = n, and therefore also for all 
5 with |s| < n. From lemma 3.1.5.(i) we infer (f\n>kTn)(s) = f\n>kTn(s)9 hence 
(An±\s\Tn)(s) = T(s). Also (/\n^kTn)(s) < T(s) since~Tn(s) = T(s) for all n > \s\, 
i.e. f\n>kTn < T. It follows 
T = \/ AT«e^- n 
k<co v>k 
4. The shift operator and its topological dual 
In this paragraph we will show how the exponent and a suitable homomorphism 
on it can serve as examples of our situation as defined in paragraph 2. 
If 8 G [co]<(0 and s # 0 let shift(s) = 8\{min(s)} and shift(0) = 0. Define a map-
ping sh: Exp-+Exp by sh(T)(s) = T(shift(s)). It is easily checked that the 
mapping sh is correctly defined and that it is a homomorphism. We realize now 
that the pair (Exp, sh) is indeed an example of our situation. 
Theorem 4.1. Any exponent ExpK(B,r) equipped with the canonical shift 
operation sh is an example of a complete Boolean algebra together with a com-
plete homomorphism on it such that 
(i) for any Te Exp+ there is a nonzero S < T 
such that S A sh (S) = 0Exp. 
(ii) there is no partition of unity (T0, Th T2) 
such that Tt A sh(ty = 0Expfor all i = 0,1,2. 
Proof We noted already that the exponent is a complete Boolean algebra and 
that sh is a homomorphism on it. The fact that sh is even a complete homomor-
phism follows from the construction of the supremum of an arbitrary subset of 
the exponent in the proof of lemma 3.1.1. The construction of the supremum 
and the homomorphism sh commute in each step of the construction, therefore 
sh(\Js<rTs) = \/s<rSh(Ts). 
We prove (i). For any element S e Exp with a nonempty stem it holds 
S A sh(S) = 0Exp. As shown in paragraph 3.2, those elements are dense in Exp. 
Assertion (ii) is a consequence of the Prikry property for the exponent. Let 
a partition of unity (T0, Th T2) be given. There is an i = 0,1,2 such that 77(0) ¥= 0B. 
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But then (7; A 5fc(7j))(0) = 77(0) A sh(T)(Q) = 77(0) A 77(0) = 7J(0) # 0B, i.e. 
7; A 5h(7;)^o£xp. • 
As a corollary of this theorem we get its dual topological form: 
Theorem 4.2. Any exponent ExpK(B,r) equipped with the canonical shift 
operation sh gives via the Stone dualization an example of an extremally 
disconnected compact Hausdorff space and an open continuous mapping on it such 
that 
(i) Fix is nowhere dense 
(ii) Fix is nonempty. 
This dualization allows us to apply methods of topological dynamics. Expecial-
ly, we will show that the construction from an exponent is essentially the only way 
to get such a situation. 
We are now asking for the concrete shape of the set of fixed points. 
Lemma 4.3. The set of fixed points in the topological dual of the exponent 
ExpK (5, r) and its shift operation sh is homeomorphic with the Stone-space of the 
algebra B. 
Proof. The assertion of the lemma will follow from the fact that Stone (T) n 
n Fix = 0 iff F(0) = 0B. For this aim we determine the Boolean dual of the 
topological notions from the beginning of paragraph 2. If U e Clop (X) is the 
topological dual of some Te Exp, we denote by T* resp. Ex(T) the Boolean dual 
of U* resp. Ex(U). It is easily checked that T# = \/i<a)sh(T) and therefore 
T#(s) = \/toT(shift(s)) (use lemma 3.1.5. (i)), moreover Ex(T)(s) = T(s) -
- sh(T)(s) = T(s) - T(shift(s)). We compute 
(*) Ex(T)#(s) = \/(T(shift(s)) - T(shifts(s))). 
i = 0 
From lemma 5.1.1. (iii) we get Stone (T) n Fix = 0 iff Ex (Stone (T))# 2 
2 Stone (T), i.e. dually iff Ex(T)# > I W e claim Ex(T)# > T iff T(0) = 0B. 
Indeed, if Ex(T)# > T, then also Ex(T)#(<t>) > T(0), but by (*) Ex(T)#(0) = 
= T(0) - T(0) = 0B, hence T(0) = 0B. For the opposite direction, if T(0) = 0B 
then by (*): Ex(T)#(s) = \/ls=o T(shift1 (s)) > T(s). 
We proved Stone (T) n Fix = 0 iff T(0) = 0B. This implies now that 
Clop (Fix) is isomorphic with the factorization of the exponent by the ideal of those 
elements T for which T(0) = 05, but this factor is isomorphic with B. It follows 
by Stone duality that Fix is homeomorphic with the Stone-space of B. • 
This lemma and theorem 4.2. together with our observation at the beginning of 
paragraph 3.1., that for K = co and for any complete Boolean algebra B there is 
a retract r with the demanded properties, give now an answer to the question, 
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which spaces can occur as nowhere dense sets of fixed points for open mappings 
on extremally disconnected compact spaces. 
Theorem 4.4. For any extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
Z there is another extremally disconnect compact Hausdorff space X together with 
an open continuous mapping f on it, such that the set of fixed points is nowhere 
dense and homeomorphic with the space Z. • 
Other than extremally disconnected compact spaces cannot occur as sets of fixed 
points in extremally disconnected compact spaces. This follows from the theorem 
of Vermeer mentioned in paragraph 1. 
5. The main theorem 
We state now the main theorem of this paper. It states that the construction of 
our topological situation from an exponent as in paragraph 4 is essentially the only 
way to obtain our topological situation: 
Main theorem. For any extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
X and any open continuous mapping f on X into itself such that the set of fixed 
points is nowhere dense and not empty, there are a regular cardinal number K, 
a complete Boolean algebra B, and a K-complete uniform retract r :BK -* B as 
well as a clopen invariant subspace X of X and an open onto-mapping 
G : X -* Stone (ExpK (B, r)) such that the following diagram is commutative: 
X —^—> X 
* j stone sh i* 
Stone(ExpK(B,r)) • Stone(ExpK(B,r)). 
The proof of the main theorem is contained in the following paragraphs. Since 
we can replace X by the clopen invariant set Fix* (see paragraph 2), we will in 
the following proof suppose X = Fix*. 
For an element a of the Boolean algebra C we can consider the Boolean algebra 
C \ a of the elements of C below a with the natural Boolean operations. For 
a homomorphism F : C -> C and an element a e C such that F (a) > a, we define 
the homorphism F \ a:C \ a —> C \ a by b i—• F (b) A a. 
The main theorem has its dual formulation: 
Main theorem (dual formulation). For any complete Boolean algebra C and 
any complete homomorphism F on C into it self such that 
(i) For any ae C+ there is a nonzero b < a such that b A F(b) = 0 c 
(ii) there is no partition of unity (a0,aha2) such that a{ A F(at) = 0 c for all 
i = 0,1,2. 
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There are a regular cardinal number K, a complete Boolean algebra B, and 
a K-complete uniform retract r: BK -> B as well as an element a of C such that 
F(a) > a and a complete embedding Q : ExpK (B,r) -> C \ a such that the follo-
wing diagram is commutative: 
F\a 
C \ a > C \ a 
Q Î , Ь 
sh 
ExpK(B,r) > ExpK(B,r). 
5.1. Fusion 
The first step in the proof of the main theorem is the following fusion lemma. 
We choose the notion "fusion" since we aim to find "coordinates" describing 
clopen sets of our space by weighted trees, namely by the elements of the 
exponent. In this way, the property of being a fusion sequence in our sense will 
correspond to the classical one for trees. 
Before stating the fusion lemma, we will collect some arguments for 
W n Fix = 0. Recall that in paragraph 2 the exit of a clopen set was defined by 
Ex(W) = W\f~l[W]. 
Lemma 5.1.1. Let Wbe clopen and Fix* = X. 
(i) If Wnf[W] = 0 then Wn Fix = 0. 
(ii) If Wnf[W] = 0 then W* n Fix = 0. 
(Hi) Wn Fix = 0 iff Ex(W)* 2 W 
(iv) If Wn Fix = 0 then Ex(W)* = W*. 
(v) If Wn Fix = 0 then W* n Fix = 0. 
(vi) Wn Fix = 0 iff there exists V such that f[V] n V= 0 and V* 2 W. 
Proof, (i) evident 
(ii) Let W0=W and Wn+1 = f~
l [Wn]\W The Wn's axe disjoint and 
f[Wn+1] c= Wn. It follows f[(j?=oW2i+1] n [J?=0W2i+1 = 0 and /[(Ji-iWi] n 
n U«^i^2i = 0 and f[W0] n W0 = 0 by assumption. From the fact that X is 
extremally disconnected, f is open and from (i), we infer cl{J?L0W2i+1 n Fix = 0 
and cl U £ i W2i n Fix = 0 and W0 n Fix = 0, hence W* n Fix = cl U?=0 Wt n 
n Fix = 0. 
(iii) For the implication (->), note that W\Ex(W)* is invariant and open. If it 
would be non empty, the general assumption Fix* = X would imply 
W n Fix 7-= 0, a contradiction. 
For the opposite implication (<-), use (ii) and replace W with Ex(W). 
(iv) immediately from (iii). 
(v) follows from (ii) with Ex(W) instead of W and (iv). 
(vi) For (-•) put V = Ex(W) and use (iii), for (<-) apply (ii). • 
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Definition. For clopen subsets U and V of X, write U ~lnV if U "2 V and 
U nf~n[Fix] = V r\ f~n\Fix\. A sequence <U„>n<C0 is called a fusion sequence 
i / - [ / 0 -2 0 f / i=i . . . Un~ln.... 
Fusion lemma 5.1.2. For any fusion sequence <C/„>„<£0 it holds 
intx P) Un => U0 n Fix. 
n<w 
Proof We can assume UQ n Fix 7-= 0. Since we can replace X by the clopen 
invariant set (UQ n Fix)*, we can assume also without loss of generality 
l/o => Fix, therefore Un => Fix for all n < co. Define Wn = U2n\U2n+i. We will 
construct Vn for n < co such that 
(i) U f 2 ^ 
j=o 
(ii) Vnnf[Vm] = 0 for all m,n < co 
(iii) f[Vn]*nf
2n+l[Vn]=Q. 
If we find such Vnfor n < co, we can put V = cl U-«» K.- From (ii) it follows that 
{Jn<coK n U-<w/[Ki] = $• Since X extremally disconnected and / is open, we 
get c\(\Jn<Q)Vn) n cl({Jn<(0f[Vn~]) = 0, hence Vnf[V] = 0. On the other hand 
V* = (cl {Jn<QJVn)* 2 cl U»<«*r 2 cl Un<^n by (i). Lemma 5.1.1. (ii) implies 
now cl Un<w^i n Fix ~\ V* n Fix = 0. Since Fix cz C7x, we get int f]n<(0 Un = 
= C/̂ cl U«<o) ̂  --- -Fix a nd the assertion of the fusion lemma follows. 
We shall now construct the T '̂s by induction. Define 
V„ = Ex({Jf-i[Ex(f2"[W„]*)-\\[j(Vi* uf[vA 
\ - = l / = 0 ' 
We have to verify (i)-(iii). The main problem will cause (i): Define 
Z = Ex(f2"[W„Y\ 
At first we note that U2« =52n I/2»+., therefore f
2"[W^] n Fix = 0, hence by 
lemma 5.1.1. (v) and (iv) f2"[w„]# = Ex(f2"[W„~\*)* = Z*. The evident fact 
W„ c; f2"[W^,]# implies now 
W„ <=Z# . 
On the other hand, from the definition of Z it follows / [Z] n Z* = 0 , hence 
T+1f-[Z] n f 2"[w„] # = 0 for any i < 2". Since f2"[PT„]# 2 j + 1 [ (T„ ] , we 
obtain / _ ' [ Z ] n IT„ = 0 for any i < 2". But W„ s Z # = UUof_ , :[Z] u 
u cl U"-«+i/""[z]« h e n c e Hi - f_('+1)[Z]#. We have therefore 




[)Vf = V*u[J V? 
j=0 J = 0 
(a) = £x(u f - [z ] \u(r ^frei))# u "OV 
4=1 7 = 0 ' / = 0 
(b) = (0 I"' [ZRJ (^ u f M))# u U *f 
4=1 ; = 0 / 7 = 0 
(0 = (u / - ' [z]\"u W uf[Tfl) u U *f )# 
4=1 7 = 0 7 = 0 ' 
^(uf-wufraf 
4=1 7=0 7 
2 (f-'[Z]\"Q f[Fj)# for any i = 1... 2" 
V 7 = 0 ' 
Equality (a) follows from the definition of Vn and Z. In (b) we could drop the 
operator Ex by lemma 5.1.1. (iv) since its argument has an empty intersection with 
Fix, the latter holds because of Z n Fix = 0. For (c) we used lemma 2.1. (i). 
From this we get Wn\[j
n
=0 V? c / "
, [ Z ] # \ ( / - I [ Z ] \ U ; = - o 7 r a ) # = 
c ( / " ' [Z] n {Jjlofty])*, the latter holds because of (17 u V)#\V# c l / # 
(lemma 2.1. (i)). If (i) does not hold, then Wn\{J
n
=0^
# # 0 and moreover 
U*°-o/~"* [/"' [Z] n Qpo1 / [fj]] is open and dense in it for i = 1... 2n. We find 
anxeWn such that for all i -= 1... 2
n there is a k, < co and a j , = 0... n — 1 such 
that / * ' (x )e / - ' [Z ] n / [ ^ ] . Let # , = {i:j; = ; } for j = 0... n - 1. Since 
Xpo1-^ < 2"> t h e r e m u s t b e a 7o s u c h t h a t l-9/ol > 2J°- N o t e t h a t /~'[z] n 
n / " r [ Z ] = 0 for j # f since Z = £x(.. .#). It follows kt ^ kr. For 
k' = min {k : i e .H/J and k" = max {/q: i e Hjo}9 we have therefore k" — k! > 2
jo. 
From /*'(*) e / [^0] we get 
(*) fk'+*°(x)ef*°+l[Vjo] 
and from f"(x) ef[Vjo] and k" > k' + 2° it follows 
fk"-k'-^fk'+Vo(x)ef[Vjol 
hence 
(**) r + ^ ( x ) 6 f [ ^ 0 ]
# . 
From (*) and (**) we get now a contradiction with (iii) forj0 < n. We proved (i). 
For proving (ii) for m = n it suffices to realize that Vn = Ex(...). 
Condition (ii) for m < n follows from 
Knf[Vm-} = Ex(...\\J(... u/pa)) n / | X ] <= (..Af[Vm]) nf[Vm] = 0. 
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Let now m > n. From Vm = £x(. . . \U7ro(^
# u •••)) - "A F"# w e i n f e r Vm n 
n F / = 0. This implies condition (ii) for m > n. 
Finally condition (iii): By definition of Vn it holds Vn .= U ? = i /
_ 1 [ z ] - ™* 
implies on one hand f[Kj = \JT=ol/_1[z] — z # > hence 
(A) f[Fn]
#c=Z#. 
On the other hand, we get 
(B) f2"+1[r„]^Uf'[z]-
i = l 
Since Z = £x(.. .#), we have Z # n f l [Z ] = 0 for any i > 0. From Z # n 
n U?" i/*[Z] = ^ a n d (A)' (B), it follows now (iii): f[V„]# nf2"+1 [V„] = 0. 
D 
5.2. The coordinates 
A space X and a mapping f as in the assumption of the main theorem are given. 
Our general assumption is X = Fix*. We continue the proof of the main theorem 
by looking for clopen subsets Ua of X which could represent the elements Ta of 
the (until now undefined) exponent, where 
T( ) = I 1B S ^ ® & min{s) = a 
** 0B otherwise 
Since by a suitable choice of the [7a's certain clopen subsets of X will be described 
by elements of the exponent, we will call those [7a's the coordinates. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let Y be a clopen invariant subset of X. For any clopen subset 
W of X, which is disjoint from the set Fix of fixed points of f there is a clopen 
subset V=V(W9Y)ofY such that 
(i) VnFix = 0 
(ii) V# nY= V 
(iii) V^WnY 
(iv) Vuf[V] = Y 
Proof. Define 
Z = [Vclopen subset of Y : C satisfies (i), (ii), (iii)} 
and let Z be ordered by Vx < V2 iff Vx <= V2 and Ex(V2) nf[Ex(V,)\ = 0. Let 
i^ be a chain in Z and V = cl [J V. We show Ve Z. Lemma 2.1. (ii) implies (ii) 
for V, (iii) is immediately clear. For proving (i) let V{ < V2. Then Ex(V2) n 
n / [£x (7 ! ) ] = 0 and also Ex(Vx) nf[Ex(V2)~] = 0. Using the fact that X is 
extremally disconnected, we obtain cl[jVe^Ex(V) n cl[JVeirf[Ex(V)~] = 0, hence 
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clJVerEx(V)n Fix = 0 (lemma 5.1.1. (i)), and therefore (clJVerEx(V))
# n 
n Fix = 0 (lemma 5.1.1. (v)). But now it holds by lemma 2.1. (ii) and lemma 
5.1.1. (iii) (clJVerEx(V))
# = clJVerEx(V)
# 2 clJVerV= V, and property 
(i) follows. By Zorn's lemma there is a maximal element V, which will prove the 
lemma. We have to show (iv). Aiming for a contradicting, suppose that 
V\jf[V\ # 7 and take a nonempty clopen Wc Y\(Vu f[V)u Fix). The set 
Vu W* n Y is an element of Z greater than Vin contradiction to the maximality 
of V • 
The preceding lemma makes the following inductive construction possible. 
Lemma 5.2.2. There is an ordinal number K and a family [Va: a < K) of clopen 
subsets of X such that 
(i) Va n Fix = 0 
(ii) V#\cl JVp=Va 
(iii) cl\JV^VaKjf[Va]=X 
fi<x 
(vi) cl\JVan Fix # 0. 
CC<K 
Proof As long as cl Jp<aVp n Fix = 0, we define 
Va = V(KVa,K\c/U Vp) 
/j<a 
where Wa is an arbitrary clopen subset of X with Wa n Fix = 0. 
Note that Y = X\cl Jp<aVB is invariant by the inductive assumption (ii) and by 
lemma 2.1. (ii), so the definition of Va is correct. Properties (i) — (iii) follow from 
the corresponding properties (i), (ii), (iv) in lemma 5.2.1. There is a K where the 
construction terminates, this K satisfies (iv). • 
Depending on the choice of the Was and the non unique operator V, the 
construction can have different outcomes. We fix under all posible constructions 
one with a minimal K. 
Lemma 5.2.3. IfK is the minimal possible, then it is equal to the minimal power 
of a family of clopen sets disjoint from Fix such that the closure of its union 
contains a fixed point. 
Proof. It is clear that K is at least equal to that minimal power since each {^}a<K 
is such a family. Let {W }̂a<̂  now be such a family and use Wa as a parameter of 
the operator V in the construction of Va. This witnesses the equality. • 
Since a minimal power as in lemma 5.2.3. has to be a regular cardinal, we get 
as an immediate consequence the following lemma: 
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Lemma 5.2.4. If K is the minimal possible, then it is a regular cardinal 
number. • 
As it will follow from the main theorem and from lemma 3.1.8., such a K must 
be in fact co or even inaccessible. 
We will now improve the properties of the family {Va: a < K). 
Lemma 5.2.5. There is a regular cardinal number K, a clopen invariant subset 
X' of X, and a family {K'.a < K] of clopen subsets of X' such that 
(i) Vi n Fix = 0 
(a) v;#\d[j v{= v; 
p<* 
(ni) ci{Jv^v;uf[vj] = x' 
p<a 
dv) d (J v; = xr 
(X<K 
(v) X' = (X' nFix)#. 
Proof. We start with a family {T£ : a < K} guarantied by lemma 5.2.2. We can 
assume that K is a regular cardinal number (lemma 5.2.4.). Put Fix = cl [j0L<K Va n 
n Fix. Define X' = TE# and V; = Va n X'. We show that X' and {T£: a < K) 
have the demanded properties. The set X' is clopen by lemma 2.3. (iii) and 
invariant by lemma 2.1. (iv). The same holds for its complement. The properties 
of J£ are easily deduced from the corresponding properties of Va. Property (iv) 
follows from lemma 2.1. (ii) and cl [ja>K Fa' = (cl [J«<KVa)
# => Fix# = X'. • 
We will improve lemma 5.2.5. further: 
Lemma 5.2.6. There is a regular cardinal number K, a clopen invariant subset 
X of X, and a family [Ua: a < K) of clopen subsets of X such that 
(i) L7anf[Ua] = 0 
(ii) U#\cl \JUfi=Ua 
P«x 
(iii) c /(J[7 / iuo0 (u f[oJ = X 
P«x 
(iv) cl{JUx = X 
CC<K 
(v) X £ (X n Fix)*. 
Proof. We begin with a family {V« : a. < K] and a subset X' of X as obtained in 
lemma 5.2.5. For any a < K define K"= v;\Ex(V;). We have f[£x(K")] = Ex(K) 
and therefore f[cl{Jx<KExp(V$] £ cl{Jx<KEx(V:). It holds cl{Ja<KEx(V:) n 
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n cl{Jx<KEx(Va) = 0 since X is extremally disconnected, hence (cl[Ja<KEx( 
nFix = 0 (lemma 5.1.1. (i) and (v)). Then X = X\cl{Ja<KEx(V?))
# is an 
invariant clopen set. Put Ua = VanX. Lemma 5.1.1. (iii) and VanFix = 0 
imply Ex (Va')
# Z2 Va" hence Ua ~. Ex (V$ and therefore Uanf [Ua] = 0 (i). The 
other properties are implied by the corresponding properties in the preceding 
lemma. • 
For a simpler notation, we will assume in the following that the operator # is 
taken within the invariant subspace X, i.e. for Z ~; K, by Z # we denote in fact 
the set Z # n X. Also, Fix will be in the following Fixf(X). Condition (v) of 
lemma 5.2.6. gets therefore the form X = Fix#. 
5.3. Property A 
The construction of the coordinates as done until now may not be the best. By 
a more careful construction we will try to improve the coordinates. 
First we realize that for any fixed point x it holds xecl(f~l(x)\{x}).In the 
opposite case, we could find (by Frolik's theorem 2.2) an invariant clopen 
neighborhood U of x such that U nf~l(x)\{x} = 0, a contradiction to lemma 
5.2.1 applied on U. From our observation it follows immediately that 
Fix ~\ cl(f~1[Fzx]\{F/x}). We could now ask whether this holds also in the 
slightly stronger form 
(A) Fix c c^f"1 [Fix] n J Ua). 
Ct<K 
The answer is in general no. But we can achieve this by repeating the construction 
of the coordinates and by employing the parameter W of the operator V. 
We begin with a lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.1. The set cl(f~l [Fix] n Ja<KUa) n Fix is open in Fix. 
Proof. Let 0 be a clopen subset of Fix. We say that 0 refuses A everywhere if 
c l ( / _ 1 [0] n [Ja<KUa) n 0 = 0. Let G be an antichain in Clop(Fix) of sets O, 
which refuse A everywhere, and let 6 be maximal with this respect. Since every 
0 e G refuses A everywhere, we find U (0) clopen in X such that U (0) => 
=> f~l [O] n [Ja<KUa and U(0) n 0 = 0. Since O
# is clopen by lemma 2.3. 
(iii), we can suppose that U(0) ~; O#. Put U = cl (J {U(0): O e G] and 
O = cl J G. We claim that U witnesses that O refuses A everywhere: 
U2c lU( / - ' [ 0 ]n U U. 
OeO ^ OC<K 
->c/U/" I[0]nU u-
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= / • cl{JO n 1J Va 
= / 1 0 ] n U Ua. 
a<K 
On the other hand, L7nO = L 7 n O # n O = U (O) n O = 0, hence L7 n O = 
= C7 n dUoeOO = c/ \Jo^{U n O) = 0. 
The assertion of the lemma will follow from the fact that cl( f - 1[F ix] n 
[JX>KUO) n Fix = Fix\0. Note that O#\U is a neighborhood of O disjoint from 
f " 1 [Fix] n (Ja<K C/a. So, the inclusion (;_=) is expressed by the fact that O refuses 
A everywhere, as shown above. For the other inclusion (____>), let 
x e (Fix\6)\cl(f~1 [Fix] n (Ja<K (7a). Then there is a clopen neighborhood 0 of 
x in Fix such that 0 n 0 = 0 and 0 n c/(f-1 [Fix] n Ua<* Ua) = 0. But this 
means that 0 refuses A everywhere, a contradiction with the maximality of (9. ~~ 
We ask now, whether there exists an open neighborhood U of the set Fix and 
a number n < co, such that (1) the set A = cl(f~'n+1'[Fix] n (Ja<K(7a) n 
nf~n [Fix] n U is not empty and (2) f " n [Fix] n (Ja<je U^nU = 0. 
Case 1: No, such (7 and n do not exist. 
We will derive a contradiction for this case. We construct by induction a fusion 
sequence (Wn}n<0) such that f~
n[Fix] n | J a < K [ / a n Wn = 0. Begin with 
1% = X and suppose, that the W/s were found up to n. The inductive assumption 
implies that (2) is fulfilled for U = Wn and n. Hence (1) does not hold: 
cl(f-(n+1)[Fix] n U UAnf~n[Fix] nWn = 0. 
^ <X<K ' 
We find therefore a clopen neighborhood Wn+l _= Wnof f~
n [Fix] n Wn such that 
f-<"+I>[Fix]n (J l / . n W ; + 1 - = 0 . 
CC<K 
From KK +̂1 ____. f
_M[Fix] n Wn it follows now that Wn+l ~\nWn. We constructed 
a fusion sequence (Wn}n<(0 such that f~
n[Fix] n Uaoc ^ a
 n Wn = 0. It follows 
U f - n [ ^ i x ] n U U„n H KV„ = 0. 
n<co a<K n<co 
But this is impossible since \Jn<(Df~
n [Fix] is dense in X by the assumption 
X = Fix* (lemma 5.2.6 (v) — see the remark at the end of paragraph 5.2), 
U«<* Uz is open dense in X (lemma 5.2.6. (iv)), and f]n<co Wn has nonempty 
interior in X because of the fusion lemma 5.1.2. 
Case 2: Yes, such U and n exist. 
Our assumption (2) implies fn[Uan U] n Fix = 0. We can therefore repeat 
our construction of the coordinates with putting in Wa = f
n[Uan U]. As the 
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result we get U'a. The K remains unchanged: Since the original K was minimal 
under all possible coordinates, we have only to show, that the construction 
terminates at the latest at K. This follows from cl ({Ja<K U'a) n Fix Zl cl((Ja<lc Wa) n 
nFix = cl{Ja<Kf
n[Ua n U]) n Fix = f
n[cl{\Ja<KUa) n U] n Fix = 
= fn[U]nFix = Fix. 
It turns out that A holds in these new coordinates U'a: From our assumption 
0 =-<- A = cl(/-(M+1)[Fzx] n (J Ua)nf~
n[Fix] n U 
^ 0C<K ' 
we obtain 
0 =_ /»[,4] = /»f"cl If -("+1) [F/x] n (J Ua n u\\ n Fix 
-• ^ a < K ' •* 
= cl (f"1 [Fix] n (J f"[C7, n 17]] n Fix 
^ a<K 1 
£= clff"1 [Fix] n (J C/;] n Fix. 
For O = c l ( / _ 1 [Fix] n (Ja<K U'a) n Fix we proved O 7-= 0. Lemma 5.3.1. im-
plies that O is clopen. By replacing X with the invariant clopen subset 0* (lemma 
2.1. (iv) and 2.3. (iii)) and Ua with C/a n O
#, we see that A holds with respect to 
the new coordinates. We proved the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.3.2. There are an invariant clopen subset X of X and coordinates 
{Ua: a < K] in it such that (A) and properties (i) — (v) of lemma 5.2.6. hold. ~~ 
5.4. Proof of the main theorem 
We conclude the proof of the main theorem. Let {Ua: a < K} be as obtained in 
lemma 5.3.2. Define Us = f ) ? - o / " ' [ t / J and Fixs = f~
lsl[Fix] n Us for 
s = {(XQ < oc{ < ... < an_j}G [TC]^. The set Fixs consists of those points of K, 
which are moved by / only through the C/a.'s and end up in a fixed point. Here 
CI0 = X and Fix$ = Fix. 
Lemma 5.4.1. If f~n [Fix] n U # Qfor some clopen U = X then there is an 
s with |8| = n + 1 and Fixs n U 7-= 0. 
Proof. Assume in the contrary that for any a0 < at < ... < a„ < K it holds 
f-(»+1>[Fix] n 0 f - M n o = 0 i = 0 
hence 
F/X П / и+1 nf-'[o,]nL/ 
i = 0 
= 0. 
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Fix a!... art. By lemma 5.2.3., Fix has an empty intersection with the closure of 
the union of any family of clopen subsets disjoint from Fix, provided this family 
has power less than K. We conclude that 
Fix n c l IJ f " + 1 Of-'lU^nU 
ao<ai L i = 0 
= 0, 
hence 
Fix n / и + l cl U tУ^n/- 1 [Ł I , 1 ]nП/-'[Ł IJnl7 
a 0 < a i 
= ø. 
But by the construction of the l/a's, it holds cl J a o < a i t/ao ^ / * [£/aJ. We get 
Fix n / и + l п г ' м ^ = 0. 
Repeating this procedure n times using 
df-'VJ {U«t: i < a,- < ai+1}] 2 f-
{i+1)[UXl+1], 
we obtain 
F . x n f " + 1 [ f - " p / a „ ] n o ] = 0 
for n < a„ < K, hence 
f~l[Fix-]n (J C/a„nf»[l/] = 0. 
a„>n 
But (A) implies now / " [[/] n Fix = 0, a contradiction with the assumption of the 
lemma. • 
The next lemma encloses the role of the sets Fixs. 
Lemma 5.4.2. The set J5G[K]<c« Fixs is dense in X. 
Proof. Let U be a clopen subset of X. Since Fix* = X, we find an n such that 
f~n [Fix] n U 9-= 0. By the preceding lemma, there is an s with \s\ = n + 1 and 
Fixs n U # 0. • 
For further use, we describe in the next lemma the impact of the property A on 
the sets Fixs. 
Lemma 5.4.3. Let Wbe a clopen subset of X. It holds 
Wn Fixs = cl J (Wn Fixsu^ n Fixs. 
CC<K 
Proof Property (A) implies Fix = cl J a < K ( /
- 1 [Fix] n L7a) n Fix, therefore 
Fixs=f-^[Fix]nUs 
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= cl (J (f-<|s'+1>[Fix] nf-"[Ua] n t/s) n f- '
s ' [Fix] n £7, 
a < K 
= d (J (f"(s |+1)[Fix] n l/,u{a) n Fix. 
a < K 
= Cl U -F*Xu{a} n FiXs 
CC<K 
and the assertion of the lemma follows. • 
Although we used the assumption of the main theorem in its topological form, 
the conclusion will be proved in the Boolean version. We are looking for 
a complete subalgebra of Clop (X) isomorphic to some exponent. At first we have 
to give the parameters of this exponent. The regular cardinal will be the K obtained 
in the construction of the coordinates in paragraph 5.2., the complete Boolean 
algebra will be Clop (Fix). (This is in fact Clop (Fixf (X)) — see the remark at the 
end of paragraph 5.2.) The retract r : Clop(Fix)K -> Clop (Fix) is defined in the 
following way: 
r«Oa)a<K) = cl{J (f-
1 [Oa] n 17.) n Fix. 
a<»c 
Lemma 5.4.4. The uniform K-complete retract r is defined correctly. 




r«Fix\OX<K) S c l U (f-
1 [(Fix\oa)
#] n Ua). 
a<K 
Since Oa and Fix\Oa are disjoint, so are the open sets Of and (Fix\Oa)
# (lemma 
2.3.). We get r(<Oa>a<K) n r(<Fix\Oa>a<K) = 0 since X is extremally disconnec-
ted. On the other hand 
r«Oa\<K) u r((Fix\Oa}a<K) = (cl [j (f"
1 [Oa] n Ua) n Fix) u 
^ OL<K ' 
u (cl (J (f-1 [Fix\Ox] n Ua) n Fix) 
^ CL<K ' 
= cl(f~l [Fix] n U Ua) n Fix 
^ a < K ' 
= FIX, 
the latter follows from (A). Therefore r(<Oa>a</c)e Clop (Fix) and r respects 
complements. As a byproduct of our considerations we get the following fact. 
Fact: r«Oa>a<K) = cl [ja<K(f-
1 [Oa
#] n L7a) n Fix 
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Now it follows from this fact and from lemma 2.1. (ii) and lemma 5.2.3. that 
r is a K-complete homomorphism. Let x < K: 
# 
r(V <Oi\<K) = cl{J (f-'lld U °-) 1
 n ^ ) n Fix 
\ 5<T ' <X<K ^ L ^ S<X ' J ' 
= cl U cl U I f - 1 [(Of)#] n t/«) n Fix 
<5<T a < K 
-.dU^LKI- 'K^'lnt/JnFix 
<5<T^ <X<K 
= cl\J r((Gi\<K) 
S<z 
= V r{<0£>a<K). 
<5<T 
The fact and lemma 5.2.3. imply also that r is uniform: If |{a < K : Oa # 0}| < K, 
then r(<Oa>a<K) = c/ (Ja < K( f
_ 1 [Of ] n l/a) n Fix = 0 since only less than 
K elements of the union are nonempty. 
Let now Oa = O for a < K, we show that r(<0a>a<K) = O. The inclusion 
~\ follows from f_1[0] n Ua <= 0* and 0* n Fix = O, and the inclusion 
=2 from (A). This means that r is a retract. • 
We proved that the mapping r : Clop (Fix)K -> C/op (Fix) has the desired proper-
ties, we can consider ExpK (Clop (FixJ, r). We are looking for a complete embed-
ding Q : ExpK (Clop (Fix), r) -• Clop (X). 
Definition of the embedding Q : ExpK (Clop (Fix), r) -> Clop (X). 
Q(T) = cl U (f-"[T(s)]nUs) 
se[K]<co 
We have to show that Q is defined correctly and is as claimed in the main 
theorem. 
Lemma 5.4.5. For any Te ExpK(Clop(Fix),r)f it holds Q(T) e Clop(X). 
Proof. We will prove 
(*) ^(T)nF ixs= f - '
s ' [ r (S ) ]nC/s 
for all Te ExpK(Clop(Fix),r). The closed sets Q(T) and Q(— T) are therefore 
complements on the dense set JSe[K]
<toFixs. Since X is extremally disconnected, 
they are complements in the whole space. This proves the lemma. 
We prove (*) for more and more general cases: 
1. Let T be constant, i.e. T(s) = O for some O e Clop (Fix) and for all 
s e [K]<0). Then Q(T) = O*. The inclusion ~\ follows directly from the definition, 
the inclusion =2 follows from lemma 5.4.2. by considering the open set 
U = 0#\Q(T). The equality implies the assertion (*) for this special case. 
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2. Let T have a stem s and be constant equal to some 0 over the stem, i.e. 
0 if t lis 
T(t) = , 
I 05 otherwise. 
By the same arguments as above it holds Q (T) = f ~ | s | [O#] n Us and the assertion 
(*) for this case follows. 
3. Let T be invariant (see 3.2 for the definition). For n < co define 
r r< , [ „ ) i f | « |> „ 
W lT(t) if \t\<n, 
where t \ n = s if 5 ~~ t and |s| = n. Then Tne ExpK(Clop(Fix),r). Define the 
clopen set W = cl([Jls\=nf~
lsl[T(s)*] n Us). From the preceding case it is clear 
that Q(TH) nUs= WnUs for all s with |8| = n and therefore rV_= Q(TH) and 
Wn Fixs = f -
| s | [Tn(s)] n Us for all s with |s| > n. Take an 8 with \s\ = n - 1. 
We infer from lemma 5.4.3.: 
W n Fixs = cl (J (PVn FiXy^j) n Ffxs 
a</c 
= c/ IJ (/-( |S|+1'[T„(S u {a})]n [/su{x}) nf~^[Fix] n U, 
= d (J ( / - w [ / - 1 [ - , - ( * u («})]n <IJ ^ ^ ) n / - | 5 | [ F i x ] n t/, 
c/ U ( / _ 1 lT»(s ^ M ) ] n II-) n f ix] n t/, 
= / - w [ r « I ( s u { a } ) X < 1 c } ] n - / J 
= f-'s'[Tn(S)]nUs. 
By induction we get P^n Frxs = f "
| s | [X.(8)] n Us for all 8. This implies imme-
diately Q(T„) = W Fact (*) holds therefore also for Tn. 
Since T is invariant, we have Tn > T It follows Q(Tn) => Q(T). Also Tn(s) = 
= T(s) for n > \s\ by the definition of Tn and Q (Tn) n Fixs = f "
| s | [Tn(s)] n C/s as 
shown above. Therefore Q(T) n Fixs c: Pjn<f0^(7n) n F*X = /
_|s |[T(8)] n C/s ~: 
~= Q(T) n Fixs. We obtained (*) for the case T invariant. 
4. Let S be invariant and T = [8,S] standard (see 3.2 for the definition). Fact 
(*) follows from case 3. and the equation Q(T) = /~ | s | [£(£)] C> £i"s-
5. Let T be arbitrary. By lemma 3.2.3., the standard elements are Prikry dense 
in the exponent. Hence 
Q(T) 2 cl \J {Q(TX) : Ti is standard & Tx < T} => 
2 d IJ (/-w[rW]ni/f = c(r) 
seM<co 
and (*) follows. • 
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Ct<K 
= / - N 
We remark that it can be shown that the elements in the range of Q are exactly 
those clopen subsets W of X such that for all 8 є [к]<0} and all x,y e Fixs with 
f\s\(x) = fW(y) it holds x e W iff y e W This implies for the case that / f Ua are 
homeomoфhisms that the mapping a in the main theorem will be a homeomor-
phism. 
Lemma 5.4.5. proves that the mapping Q was defined correctly. We have to show 
that it is as demanded by the assertion of the main theorem. 
Lemma 5.4.6. The mapping Q ІS a complete embedding. 
Proof It follows from lemma 5.4.5. and (*) in its proof that Q preserves 
complements. The fact that Q preserves finite unions is computed directly from the 
definition of the mapping. The mapping Q ІS therefore a homomorphism. It is clear 
that Q has a trivial kernel, hence Q ІS an embedding. The completeness of the 
mapping Q will follow from its regularity. A criterion for the regularity is the 
following. For any WeClop(X) there is a TeExp+ such that there is no 
V eExp+ with Q(T) Ç Q(T)\W We want to apply lemma 3.1.1. to get T as 
a minimal upper bound in the exponent. Consider bs = /
| s | [ ( f n Fix^] for 
8 є [к,]<ťa. We have to prove the assumption of the lemma. Compute using lemma 
5.4.3. and 5.2.З.: 
/'s'[кVn ҒîxJ = Ңcl U (WrлFix^) n Fixs] 
-• OL<K •* 
^cl{JfM[WnFixsu{^rлFix 
OL<K 
= cl\J ( / - l / « ł l [ W n Fix.ü{«:J n U.) n Fix 
OL<K 
= r ( < f ' s ' + 1 [ l Г n F i x M 4 ] > a < к ) . 
It is now clear from (*) of the proof of lemma 5.4.5. that the obtained T proves 
the regulaгity from the criterion. П 
At last we have to show that the embedding Q commutes with the shift oper-
ation. 
Lemma 5.4.7. The following diagram is commutative: 
Clop(X) — — > Clop(X) 
Є Î sH Î Є 
Expк(B,r) — • Expк(B,r). 
where F : Clop{X) -> Clop(X) is the Boolean dual ofthe mapping / i.e. F(U) = 
= Г ' [ í ! ] п I . 
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Proof. We compute for a < K: 
Q(sh(T))nU« = cl U ( / -
| ! | [ T ( s i ( S ) ) ] n [ / J n r j , 
se[/c] < t o 
= d u (/-( |t |+1)[r(t)]n[/{aM) 
min (t) > a 
= c/ U (/-w+1)[T(t)]n/-W[ttt]nl/J] 
min (t) > tx. 
= f - 1 ci U (/-'"[ПíД^^Дпtl". 
L tє[к]<co 
= F{Q{T))nUa. 
Since the clopen sets F{Q{T)) and Q{shT)) coincide on the open dense set 
(Ja<KC/a, they are equal. • 
The mapping Q is as asserted. This proves the main theorem. 
6. Conclusion 
The notion of the exponent should be of interest by its own. It has (with some 
reasonable restrictions) all nice properties of Mathias forcing and similar forcing 
notions, yet it needs no selectivity and is of big variability. But our main interest 
is in applications of the main theorem. For this aim we should look at this theorem 
as follows: An extremally disconnected compact space admitting an open mapping 
into itself, which is nowhere trivial (the identity on a clopen set) but has fixed 
points, is of a very special form (a clopen subset can be mapped by an open 
mapping onto the Stone space of some exponent). Or dually: A complete Boolean 
algebra admitting a complete homomorphism into itself, which is nowhere trivial 
(the identity in the restriction to some element) and for which there does not exist 
a finite partition of unity, such that each element of this partition is disjoint with 
its image, is of a very special form (under some element it contains some exponent 
as a complete subalgebra). Especially, we should regard homogeneous complete 
Boolean algebras, where homogeneity guarantees the existence of suitable com­
plete homomorphisms. 
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